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All of the metric activity collected from the data on your network is logically grouped into sections on the
Assets page, where you can navigate to find the data you need.
Devices
Devices, also known as assets and endpoints, are objects on your network with a MAC address or IP
address that have been automatically discovered and classified by the ExtraHop system. Assign any device
to a chart, alert, or trigger as a metric source. Learn more about Devices .
Device Groups
Device groups are user-defined sets of devices that can be collectively assigned as a metric source to
a chart, alert, or trigger. You can create a dynamic device group that adds devices that matches your
specified criteria or you can create a static device group and manually add or remove devices. The
ExtraHop system also includes built-in dynamic device groups by role and by protocol activity that you can
assign as a metric source. Click a role or protocol link from the Devices page to view metrics for a built-in
device group.
Users
The Users page displays a list of all active users found on your network and the devices the user logged in
to. The user name is extracted from the authentication protocol, such as LDAP or Active Directory. Search
for devices accessed by a specific user .
Note: These users are not associated with user accounts for the ExtraHop system.
Applications
Applications are user-defined containers that represent distributed systems on your network. Create an
application to view all of the metric activity associated with your website traffic—web transactions, DNS
requests and responses, and database transactions. See the Applications FAQ .
Basic applications that filter built-in metrics by protocol activity can be created through the Web UI .
Complex applications that collect custom metrics or metrics from non-L7 traffic must be created through a
trigger , which requires JavaScript code. Learn more about building Triggers .
Networks
Networks are sites and flow networks that feed data to the ExtraHop system. Click an entry to see the
VLANs associated with a site, or click an entry to see the interfaces associated with a flow network.
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